[A study of T-cell reconstitution after HLA-matched sibling bone marrow transplantation in leukemia patients].
To study T-cell reconstitution by the assessment of T-cell receptor excision circle (TRECs) and T-cell receptor clonal repertoire after HLA-matched sibling bone marrow transplantation (MSD-BMT) in leukemia patients and try to reveal the rule of T-cells repopulation in MSD-BMT. Real-time quantitative PCR detection of TRECs was carried out in the DNA of peripheral blood mononuclear cells from 23 leukemia patients who underwent MSD-BMT. The content of TRECs in 70 normal donor individuals was also detected to determine the normal range of TRECs in healthy subjects. Among them, 10 patients received RT-PCR to amplify 24 subfamily genes of T-cell receptor B variable (TCRBV) and five normal donors served as control. The PCR products were further analyzed with genescan to evaluate the clonality of BV subfamily and calculate the usage rate of BV families. The mean value of TRECs in normal donors was (3351.1 +/- 3711.1) copies/10(5) cells. There was an inverse correlation between the value of TRECs and the age of healthy subjects. Before transplantation, all the patients were detected for the number of TRECs, the mean TRECs number was (307.9 +/- 433.3) copies/10(5) cells and it was far lower than that of healthy subjects. From one month to five months after bone marrow transplantative (BMT), the TRECs levels were low and in some patients they even could not be detected. Six months later, TRECs levels increased obviously and maintained that high nearly one year. 24 months after BMT, the number of TRECs increased and reached the pretransplantation status. One patient was detected 2 m and 3 m after transplantation and found that there was a tendency of additional use of BV families and an increase of the expression of CDR3 polymorphism. 2-15 months after transplantation, in ten of the patients, there were 7-16 BV subfamilies expressing and in more than 48% the expression was polyclinic. Monoclones and oligoclones existed in 24 BV subfamilies. At an early stage after BMT, the number of TRECs was low and remained so for a long time. TCRBV CDR3 repertoire showed certain BV families expressing. 6 months after BMT, thymus produced certain number of naive T cells and TCRBV CDR3 repertoire showed additional use of BV families and increased expression of polymorphism.